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BEFORE YOU START!
)+ Always Wear Safety Glasses!
)e Use Extra Gaution when Working

with Electrical Components

High Performance Tachometers
Part # 67002C, 67072C
5" Slim Professional Racing Tach with Memory
Recall

To clear the Memory: press erase button switch.
To Recall: Press recall button to recall RPM point

Part # 67003C, 67073C - External Light
Part # 67004C, 67074C - lnternat Light
5" Slim Professional Racing Tach with Shift
Light and Memory Recall

SETTING THE SHIFT POINT
1. Set the desired shift point holding the middle le

button down and preising the bolom button to +:

move the point upward or downward until pointer
indicates the desired RPM for shifting.

2.During normal tachometer operation, the shift light
will illuminate at the instant the engine's RPM
matches the RPM set according to Step 1 above.

ATTENTION
To self{est the bulb, the shift light will illuminate
momentarily whenever the tachometer first receives
electrical power. Press recall button to recall point
RPM. To clear the memory press erase button. lf

]rourengme1s-rmning;tngshift ToiRroeRRor be set
or adjusted. Proper tachometer operation will
require a good ground and securely connected
wiring. Remember to disconnect your battery during
the installation process.

Wiring

Calibration to Match Your Engine
This PROFORMTM tachometer is calibrated at
the factory for 8 cylinder engines. For 6 and 4
cylinder engines, clip the wire loops as directed
below. Insulate cut wires with electrical tape to
prevent short circuits.
.8 CYL. - NO adjustment is necessary
.6 CYL. - CIip BROWN wire loop only
.4 CYL. - Clip BROWN and ORANGE wire toops

lnsulate cut wires with electrical tapel
Noie: This PROFORMTM tachometer has an air core meter, so the
pointer rnay not rest at zero when the engine is off. This is normal. The
pointer will move to the correct RPM position when the engine is started.

Mount!ng
The versatile tachometer base design permits
many mounting possibilities, using ordinary
machine screws. ln some cases mouniing
with a hose clamp may be preferred.
This tachometer is equipped with a rubber
lined shock
mounting ring:

therafore,proper insta llation demandslhat
nothing should touch the housing or the
mounting ring.
Mounting the tachometer on the dashboard,
where windshield clearance could be a
problem, is permitted by the extra length on
the mounting bracket.
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LATE-MODEL INSTALLATION TIPS
This list represents our most common list of apptication questions its received by our Tech Dept. If you do notfind your

application below, please visit www.prqformparts.com/TECH or call (500) 521-1005 fir mbie idormation.

GM CARS & TRUCKS
Buick Regal T-Types and Grand Nationals
In looking near the power steering reservoir you should
find two white wires with a green plug. Carefully splice the
green wire to the green plug.

2.2L12.4L 1994 and beyond
Connecfthe $een wiretrsifir€rthsnhite-or-the white with -.
black wire offthe coil pack.

HEI Distributors
Connect the green wire to the C-terminaVwire (usually
brown), or to the TAC terminal on the distributor.

GM Dual Connector

Connect the green wire to the white wire off the connector
(usually gray) on the coil and distributor.

LT1 Engines

Connect the green wire to white or white with black stripe
wire coming off the 32-pin connector (beneath the air
cleaner) or coming off the ignition control module (ICM)
coil pack.

LSl Engines 1997 and 1998

Connect the green wire to the white wire coming from pin
number 35 in the blue 80 pin connector (found in the engine
bay on the passenger side firewall).

LSI Engines 1999+

In the engine bay on the passenger side firewall find the red
connector (furthest from the fenderwell) and connect into
pin number 10 which is typically a white wire. For Corvette
applications the connector is located undemeath the battery
and will typically require removing the front tire and some
of the fenderwell to access the connector. The 5.3L
Silverado truck's connector is located behind the battery on
the driver's side fenderwell. Calibrate to the 4 cylinder
settings.

FORD CARS & TRUCKS

TFI Distributors
Connect the green wire to the green wire with yellow stripe
that is on the coil. NOTE: This wire is occasionally solid
green or a green wire with a white stripe.

2.3L,3.0L,3.8L, and 4.0L Engines

Connect the green wire to pin number 12 on the DIS
module (typically black wire with a yellow stripe).

3.8L and 4.6L Mustangs (1996-1998)

Connect the green wire to pin number 48 (typically an
orange wire with white stripe) in the Powertrain Control
Module (PCM), a 104 wire connector found behind the
passenger side kick panel.

4.2L,4.6L, and 5.4L F-Series Trucks (1996-1998) and
most Super Duty and vans through 1998

Connect the green wire to pin number 48 (typically a white
wire with a pink or red stripe) in the Powerhain Control
Module (PCM), a 104 wire connector found in the engine
bay on the passenger side firewall. We do not recommend
using the shift lights or tachometers with Triton V-10
applications.

Ranger Trucks
2.3L 1993-1994, connect the green wire to pin number 4
(typically a tan wire with a yellow stripe) in the Powertrain
Control Module (PCM), or connect to pin number 12
(typically a tan wire with a yellow stripe) in the Ignition
Control Module (ICM). For the 4.0L engines, use either the
PCM connection above, or connect to pin number 2
(typically a tan wire with a yellow stripe) in the ICM. For
the 3.0L engines, connect to pin mrmber 4 (typically a white
wire with a pink stripe) in the PCM, or connect to pin B
(typically a tan wire with a yellow stripe) in the ICM. For
1995+ engine applications, connect to pin numbep 48
(typically a tan/brown wire with a yellow stripe) in the
PCM (found on the passenger side frewall).

CIIRYSLER CARS & TRUCKS
Dodge Neons

Connect the green wire to the gray wire with blue stripe
coming from the Powerffain Control Module (PCM). The
PCM can be found in the engine bay on the driver's side
fenderwell between the shock tower and front grill.

SPORT IMPORT APPLICATIONS
Honda and Acura
For early applications, connect the green wire to the blue
wire coming from the distributor. On late model
applications, connect the green wire to the yellow wire with
the green stripe coming from the Ignition Control Module
(ICM). In some cases there may be a diagnostic plug found
in the corner of the engine bay (driver's side) wherein you
can splice the green wire into the blue wire. If this method
does not work for the late model applications you may be
able to connect the green wire to a tachometer test
connector wire (typically a connector with a blue wire)
found behind the battery in front of the air cleaner opening
on the passenger side fenderwell.

More application information
including tech tips, FAQs, and

image diagrams are available online
at www.proformparts.com/TE CII.


